June 11, 2015

Feds Set Live Anthrax Loose

The U.S. Defense Department shipped what appear to be live anthrax spores to 51 facilities in 17 states, Washington, DC, and three foreign countries. They thought the spores were dead but they weren’t. Federal officials say it’s not a public health threat, but 31 people are taking an antibiotic after being exposed.

The live spores were first discovered by a civilian lab in Maryland after a worker realized the dead anthrax spores weren’t dead. Last year the National Institutes of Health discovered long-forgotten vials of live deadly small pox in an insecure storage room. They were 60 years old and no one knew they existed. These are the breaches we hear about. Are there others?

“CDC: Smallpox found in NIH storage room is alive,” Jen Christense, CNN, July 11, 2014.
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